Abstract. We construct a 1  s parametric family of continuous purely singular functions (if
, for others it is fractality of the level sets [5, 6] , and property of functions to keep dimension of all Borel sets [3, 11] , etc. Among functions with complex local structure and fractal properties, at present time continuous monotonic functions [6, 11, 12] and non-monotonic functions [2, 7, 8] are of particular interest. Its theoretical research is carried out in different directions (topologicalmetric and fractal analysis of levels, studying of sets of different features, structural analysis of graphs, having of properties of self-similarity, etc.). Along with this, the functions appear more often in various models of real objects, processes and phenomena [1] .
Rapid development of mathematics led to the necessity of using different number systems and different representations of real numbers, in particular, non-traditional ones. This systems allow us to describe classes of fractal sets, functions, probability distributions, and investigate objects with a complex local structure. In this paper we use one of the following encodings: s Q -representation of real numbers [6, 10] .
Object of study. In the paper we study function that depends on the parameter 
The series (1) by equality
is called an inversor I of digits the s
Q -representation of a real number (or simply inversor).
Function denoted by equality (2) is a generalization of the function I that was investigated in [11, 9 ] where 3 = s , and, as it turned out, is one of the brilliant representatives of the functions retaining the digit 1 in 3 Q -representation of the argument [12] .
Research results. Since s Q -rational numbers have two distinctly different representation, there is a need to justify the correctness of definition of inversor. Let for different s Q -rational meanings
function, respectively, acquires the meanings: 2) We prove that the function is monotonic decreasing on [0;1] .
Let us consider two numbers
. Then exists a positive integer k such that:
, that is, the inversor of digits of s Q -representation of a real number is a monotonic decreasing function on the segment Proving. Since function I is continuous and decreasing, according to the well-known Lebesgue theorem, it has almost everywhere (in the sense of Lebesgue measure  ) finite derivative. Let A be the set of points , and that function graph is a self-affine set. We also find conditions when Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension keeps and calculate the integral. 
